
About Stress Lessons 
Stress Lessons is a classroom resource designed to help educators create teachable moments to introduce stress management strategies and build emotional 
resiliency.  Listed below are the seven lessons included in the program and tips to support student learning of the strategies that foster social and emotional 
competence, resilience and well-being. 
 

 
 

What is 
Stress?

•Discuss emotions during everyday interactions 

•Build understanding of emotion-related words 

•Help students understand the causes of emotions

Stressed or 
not Stressed?

•Read stories that express feelings and ask students to identify moments when characters in stories are faced with stress

•Pick a specific time to stop and ask students to self-assess what their responses are revealing about the involvement of their amygdala or their PFC

•Ask students to think about how they manage their own stress and how they might handle things differently

Deep 
Breathing

•Do the 5 minute stress buster with your class before a test or after they come back from recess to calm down and get focused

•Encourage students to use Deep Breathing on their own to manage their stress

•Recognize that relaxation activities may be outside of some students' comfort zone and thus require modification

Hooked on 
Stress!

•Help students make the connection between their perception of a situation and their reaction to it

•Help students realize their own role in making choices, and the impact their decisions are having on themselves and others

Fears & 
Worries

•Encourage students to write down their worries and fears and place them in a Worry Box

•Remind students of the importance of reaching out to trusted adults for help in processing anxiety and stress

Puzzle Solver

•Model problem solving as you go through your day in the classroom, speaking aloud as you deal with an issue and take steps to resolve it

•Use the Puzzle Solving Activity Sheet as a classroom tool to talk about issues, build consensus and explore positive solutions to student worries

Express 
Yourself!

•Encourage your students to set aside time everyday to explore various means of self-expression (i.e., write in a journal, play or listen to music, draw, etc.)

•Create an Expression Wall where students can feature their works of art


